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Job Offers and Potentials in Green Jobs in
Germany, Hungary, Poland and Romania
Hungary

Green jobs is not a priority in job advertisements,
it is difficult to decide what is a green job: any job
done in a green economy (eg a driver) or a job is
not a green economy, but it can be classified as a
green job (eg. Environmental protection worker).
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Technician (electric, mechanic,…
IT specialist
Administrative tasks, assistant
Media, public relations, communication
Promoting, acquisition

Our research was conducted on the
www.profession.hu website between 1 March
and 30 April 2017, for 60 days, where the full
offer was published, and from 1 to 30 June 2017.
We were looking for bids on a green jobs portal
where jobs are considered a green job by our
self-classification, so the jobs advertised here are
also diverse (eg cook).
During the first period, from March 1 to April 30,
2017, during the 60-day period, we have found
the following job offers at the
www.profession.hu job offer website, which has
been taken over by other websites:
www. workania.hu

Process technician
Quality management, safety
Construction, engineering
Food chemist, food technician
Assembly, construction preparation
Financial services, insurance agents
Construction foreman
Logistics
Developer (product, projects)
Electronics engineers, automation
Research associate (regenerative…
Florist, gardener, bee keeper
Business administrator
Utility engineer, Air conditioning
Advisor, administrator, Sustainable…
Hotelier, janitor, cleaning staff
Education, trainer, environmental…
Zoning, landscaping, GIS
Advisor Circular economy, waste…
project engineer water protection, sewage

Our working method: we were looking for jobs
on the site for the project, then we opened the
whole offer, read the details, and decided
whether the employer's institution or organisation
could be classified in the green economy.
Summary of research in green job offers:
We asked the Ministry of National Economy for help
if they have a database that separates the green
jobs – the answer was that there is no such report
at the national level.
The green topic is not so big to get into larger
specifications or to make separate statistics, to get
attention. There is an aspiration to strike this
strategy - but we look at the current labor market,
we see that we are not focusing on this. In the
tendencies there is an increase in this area, and this
is not controversial.
The size of Hungarian job market is not comparable
with the larger EU countries job markets especially not in green jobs.

Jurists, paralegals (energy,…
Cook (vegetarian)
Climate protection commissioner
Sound dampening engineers, sound…
Geologists / hydrogeologists
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